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blooms with these cute plant bowls that are ideal for your garden and patio. A Plant Bowl is a holder
for plants, artificial grass or other items. The bowl itself is usually made of glass, ceramic or plastic.
Plants in a pot can get quite large so putting them inside a box or pot is often impractical. Instead, a
plant bowl is more convenient. Plant Bowls are convenient and easy to use. They're also an excellent
way to add to your garden and landscaping. A plant bowl is a holder for plants, artificial grass or
other items. The bowl itself is usually made of glass, ceramic or plastic. Containers A plant bowl is a
holder for plants, artificial grass or other items. The bowl itself is usually made of glass, ceramic or
plastic. Plants in a pot can get quite large so putting them inside a box or pot is often impractical.
Instead, a plant bowl is more convenient. Plant Bowls are convenient and easy to use. They're also
an excellent way to add to your garden and landscaping. Want to grow taller plants? This container
just for growing plants is perfect for tall, growing plants like melons and tomatoes. It's also ideal for
pre-capped pots. Not only do these containers look great, they're also healthy for your plants.
Constructed from 100% BPA-Free Polycarbonate, they're lightweight, durable and are FDA
registered. Available in two different sizes, this is the perfect plant topper for existing pots. It's
lightweight, easy to use, and can be trimmed to
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